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Dear Mavis, 

Proposed Changes to Appendix 5B – Confidential 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to provide comment with respect to proposed changes to 

Appendix 5B, particularly as my submission is late.  As a junior exploration entity all of the comments 

provided relate to the 5B.  

1. Inclusion of staff costs in Item 1.2.  Whilst I appreciate this proposed amendment is designed to 

align with the 4C, the accounting standards to not require disclosure of staff costs separate to 

either exploration and evaluation and administration.  Depending on the method employed by 

the Company, either disclosure of expenses by function or nature, staff costs may not be 

reported in the financial report.  It is expected the burden would increase but not significantly.  

The primary concern generates from information that is not disclosed in this manner in the 

financial report. 

2. Item 9.  I think this disclosure would be enhanced if the user was to report the previous quarter 

forward estimate, compared to the actual for the quarter as well as the estimate of the future 

quarter.  I often look this information up to see if peers are reporting genuinely. 

3. The advent of Listing Rule 5.3.3 had made Item 10 duplicative.  It would be of great assistance 

if it was either eliminated or if the list of tenements were included as part of item 10 thereby 

eliminating the need to duplicate this either as an appendix or in the Quarterly Activities 

Statement. 

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have on this submission. 

. 

Sincerely, 

 

Tara Robson 

CFO and Company Secretary 


